
Boiler float gauge Stainless steel basket insert 
with flap 

Insulated boiler lidStainless steel floor insert 
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Quality has never been this energy-efficient! Thanks to its unique heat 
insulation, the NOVA	 boiler not only uses energy very effectively, it 
also distributes the heat evenly across the entire boiler bottom, which 
ensures the consistently high quality of all products. For you, this me-
ans: increased quality at a lower cost.

The boiler is available in holding capacities between 300 and 1000 
litres. And it uses not only water for boiling! You have the choice bet-
ween electric, gas, oil (300 l, 400 l, 600 l) and high-pressure steam 
heat (600 l, 1000 l). Its special hygienic stainless steel design and the 
dirt-repellent edge make this boiler a true cleanliness miracle.

With the standard DP-K control, you can easily regulate pre-select 
times, cooking temperatures and treatment periods - your success is 
guaranteed. 

By the way: FESSMANN cooking boiler systems are always equipped 
with standard inlet valves for hot and cold water and are delivered as 
prefabricated units. Optionally, the system is also available with the 
core temperature function.

Nothing boils over – except your excitement for 
the product

Insulated boiler lid

BOILER gR2 gR3 gR4 gR5 gR6

DIMENSIONS 300 L 400 L 600 L 600 L 1000 L

Floor space HP heat (W × D) outside cm 100 × 122 130 × 122 130 × 122 165 × 122 200 × 122

Floor space HP heat (W × D) inside  cm 80 × 80 110 × 80 110 × 88 145 × 88 180  × 88

HEATINg CAPACITy

Connection value for HP heat  kW - 85 127 127 215

Connection value for EL heat  kW 17,6 24,2 28,6 28,6 -

Connection value for gas/oil heat  kW 34 37 - 43 -

Technical data
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